
 

  

Arzoo Syeddah(Cohort 1): Teaching Assistant, IUG 

Doing the joint DBA by IUG and Plymouth University has been a fantastic experience for me. It provides 

professioanls to attain a UK degree in Geneva's multicultural setting and expand their academic boundaries. The 

constructive and engaging role of the mentoring programe at IUG is very valuable. The teaching methods 

encourage critical and creative thinking, where continous lively interaction between students and teacher fosters 

a produtive learning space.   

  

  

 

Kosmos Alasoka(Cohort 1): Public Information Officer, World Meteorological Organization  

   

My experience as a DPA student of the Plymouth University/IUG since 2011 has been incredibly remarkable. The 
professors are friendly and ever-cooperative in teaching and providing much valued feedback to the students. 
The six module structure provided by the Universities, is suitable for the rigorous standard of modern doctorate 
learning.  



  
 

Kujtime Ademi, (Cohort 2): Teaching Assistant, University of Zagreb 

  
The  joint doctorate has been an enriching experience for someone like me who has been working in academia 

the past 4 years. The modules are challenging- focusing on different theoretical, reflective and reflexive 

approaches- giving me the option to pursue a career in international business in the future.  

 

  

 Mirabelle Fi (Cohort 5): Owner of EyezChina Consulting 
  

I am a market research consultant who started her own company in China.  Doing this joint doctorate program by 

IUG and Plymouth, has been one of the best choices I have made in my career development. This academic 

endeavor will not only extend my professional knowledge in how I carry out research, but also deepen my 

understanding within my research topic.  
  

 



 

 

Seck Ndiogou (Cohort 5): Technical Officer at Roll Back Malaria, World Health Organization 

  

The DBA offered by Plymouth university and IUG is a great opportunity for working professionals like me to 

expand their professional development and educational horizons. The long distance doctorate based in Geneva is 

interactive yet demanding, preparing individuals to be future business and public policy leaders, and face the 

unique business and public policy challenges of today.  
 

 


